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Competitions offer students an opportunity 
to develop skills that are crucial for legal 
practice. Whether it be developing advocacy 
skills, interviewing a potential client, 
perfecting the art of negotiation or cross-
examining a witness, students are immersed 
in challenging situations that exercise 
legal reasoning and problem solving skills. 
As such, involvement in Competitions is a 
unique way to translate one’s legal knowledge 
into practical skills.
 
Each year, the Sydney University Law Society 
(SULS) facilitates a number of internal and 
intervarsity mooting and skills competitions. 
Through this program, Competitions has 
built up over the years into a community 
that extends beyond the student body to 
include alumni, members of the faculty, 
and members of the bar and the judiciary, 
who generously contribute to the portfolio. 
Participating in competitions provides 
students with an invaluable opportunity to 
discover insights into the legal profession 
from distinguished members of the bar and 
eminent judges, including current and former 
Justices and Chief Justices of the Supreme 
Court of NSW and the High Court of Australia.IN
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NEW AND 
CONTINUING
IN 2016 

introduction introduction

2016 will see some new additions to the 
‘Competitions’ portfolio.
 

BOOT CAMPS
This year, we are focusing on providing 
greater opportunities for new participants 
to get involved in competitions, and on 
providing greater training opportunities.

As part of this, we are running two full-day 
‘Boot Camps’ - the Skills Competitions Boot 
Camp in Semester 1 (on Saturday 2 April), 
and the Mooting Boot Camp in Semester 2 
(date TBA). The Boot Camps will provide an 
introduction to the various competitions, 
training by experienced competitors, and 
a chance to put newly-developed skills 
and knowledge into practice. They will also 
provide an opportunity to experienced 
competitors to develop and practice their 
judging skills.

Shorter introductory sessions will still be run 
each semester to provide an overview of the 
competitions and the skills required.

MOOTING AND SKILL 
VIDEOS
We know that not everyone can attend the 
training sessions, or that people may wish 
to review the training in their own time. 
This year, we aim to trial the recording and 
publishing of parts of our training sessions, 
and also publish short videos covering basic 
mooting and skills tips. Look out for these 
later in the year.
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CONTRIBUTING
TO SULS 
COMPETITIONS

introduction

 

The key reason why SULS is able to offer 
such a wide range of competitions is 
because of the generous involvement of 
students who contribute their time to help 
organise and facilitate them. Becoming a 
part of the Competitions’ sub-committee, 
comprised of Internal Competitions 
Convenors, Intervarsity Officers and 
Judging Coordinators, or becoming 
a student judge is a great way to get 
involved with SULS and meet people within 
the Competitions community.
 
Applications will be invited during Weeks 
1-2 of Semester 1 via the SULS weekly and 
the SULS website. Applications for the 
Internal Competitions Convenor positions 
for Semester 2 will be invited during 
Weeks 1-2 of Semester 2.

 Internal competition conveners

Convening an internal moot or skills 
competition is a great way to get involved 
in SULS, find out more about Competitions, 
and get to know students from all years of 
the Law School!
 
Each internal competition is convened by 
two students, a more experienced or older 
student often being paired with a younger 
student. Convenors are appointed for the 

duration of one competition, which runs 
from Week 3 or 4 until Week 12 or 13 of a 
semester. The main duties of an Internal 
Competition Convenor include creating 
draws, liaising with competitors and 
members of the Faculty,facilitating the 
day-to-day running of the competition,  
and organising the Semi-Final Grand-Final. 
You need not be an experienced competitor 
or even have competed before to apply – 
we are, above all, looking for people who 
are keen and organised.

 Intervarsity officers 

There are two Intervarsity Officers who 
hold the position for the whole year. 
Given the success that Sydney University 
Law students have had in intervarsity 
competitions, and the diversity of 
competitions on offer, this is an exciting 
area to be involved in. The main duties of 
the Intervarsity Officers are organising 
registration for intervarsity competitors 
and liaising with competitors, other law 
student societies, and members of the 
Faculty.

 Judging coordinators

There are two Judging Coordinators who 
hold the position for the whole year. The 
main duty of the Judging Coordinators 
is to find and allocate student judges for 
preliminary rounds of the internal moots 
and skills competitions and is thus ideal 
for those with a good knowledge of the 
‘Competitions’ community.

 Student judges

Judging is an excellent way for experienced 
competitors to appreciate the other side of 
competitions, understand the perspective 
of the bench and give back to the 
Competitions community. For more details 
on judging, see page 49. 
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CONTRIBUTING
TO SULS 
COMPETITIONS

introduction competitions in 2016

CALENDAR
 

SEMESTER 1

Week 1         
+ Registration opens 
for Semester 1 Internal 
Mooting and Skills 
Competitions
+ Registration opens 
for Semester 1 Student 
Judging
+ Registration opens for 
Skills Boot Camp

Week 2     
+ Competitions 
Introductory Seminar 
(Monday 7 March)

Week 3 
+ Introduction to Mooting 
and Demonstration Moot 
(Monday 14 March)
+ Preliminary round 
problem questions 
released

Mid-semester break  
+ Skills Boot Camp 
(Saturday 2 April)

Week 5         
+ Preliminary rounds for 
all Internal Mooting and 
Skills Competitions begin

Week 6    
+ Round two of all Internal 
Mooting and Skills 
Competitions

 

Week 8            
+ Quarter-fInal rounds 
for Public International 
Law Moot and Skills 
Competitions

Week 9
+ Quarter-final rounds 
for Allens Torts Moot and 
Federal Constitutional 
Law Moot

Week 10  
+ Semi-final rounds for 
Public International 
Law Moot and Skills 
Competitions

Week 11
+ Semi-final rounds for 
Allens Torts Moot and 
Federal Constitutional 
Law Moot

Week 12 
+ Grand-final rounds 
for Public International 
Law Moot and Skills 
Competitions

Week 13
+ Grand-final round for 
Allens Torts Moot and 
Federal Constitutional 
Law Moot 
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CALENDAR

 

SEMESTER 2

Week 1         
+ Registration opens 
for Semester 2 Internal 
Mooting and Skills 
Competitions
+ Registration opens 
for Semester 2 Student 
Judging
+ Registration opens for 
Mooting Boot Camp

Week 2     
+ Beginner Workshop for 
Witness Examination

Week 3 
+ Preliminary round 
problem questions 
released

Week 4
+ Preliminary rounds 
for Internal Skills 
Competitions begin
+ Preliminary rounds for 
Lander & Rogers First 
Year Moot begin

Week 5         
+ Preliminary rounds for 
other Internal Mooting 
Competitions begin

 

Week 7-8
+ Quarter-final rounds 
for Internal Mooting and 
Skills Competitions

Week 9-10
+ Semi-final rounds 
for Internal Skills 
Competitions
+ Semi-final rounds 
for Internal Mooting 
Competitions

Mid-semester break 
+ Baker & McKenzie 
National Women’s Moot

Week 11-12 
+ Grand-final rounds for 
Internal Mooting and 
Skills Competitions

Week 13 
+ Competitions Dinner
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INTRODUCTORY 
SEMINARS 

 
SULS will launch the 2016 Competitions 
Program with a Competitions Introductory 
Seminar in Week 2 of Semester 1 on 
Monday 7 March. This seminar will be an 
opportunity to discover the mooting and 
skills opportunities on offer at Sydney 
University.

Week 3 will see an Introduction to 
Mooting Workshop on Monday 14 March. 
This provides an opportunity for those 
participating in the semester 1 internal 
moots to learn the basics or brush up on 
their skills.

In a new addition to the competitions 
program, we will be running two boot 
camps - the Skills Competition Boot Camp 
(Saturday 2 April) and the Mooting Boot 
Camp (semester 2). The Boot Camps will 
provide an introduction to the various 
competitions, training provided by 
experienced competitors, and a chance to 
put newly-developed skills and knowledge 
into practice. They will also provide an 
opportunity who already have experience 
as competitors and are interested in 
becoming a student judge.

It is highly recommended that anyone who 
is interested in a competition attend the 
relevant workshops and boot camps.

competitions in 2016
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INTERNAL 
COMPETITIONS

 

 Allen Torts Moot

This novice moot is only open to students 
who have not reached any finals round in a 
SULS competition and offers the chance for 
students to receive valuable guidance from 
SULS’ best student judges. The preliminary 
question is constructed with first-time 
mooters in mind and will usually contain 
useful tips. This competition typically 
attracts students from LLB II and JD I.
 
Anyone looking participate in this moot 
is highly encouraged to attend the 
Introduction to Mooting Workshop on 
Monday 14 March (Week 3).
 
 Public International Law Moot

This moot is one of SULS’ most prestigious 
internal moots, as the winner of the Grand 
Final often becomes part of the Philip C 
Jessup International Law Moot team. The 
competition is ‘niche’ in that it draws 
fewer competitors than other internal 
competitions, but produces a high standard 
of mooting. This competition typically 
attracts students from LLB III/IV and JD II.
 
 Federal Constitutional Law Moot 

This moot is the most senior of SULS’ 
internal moots and is well respected by 
students and faculty alike, often drawing 
the largest Grand Final audience due to the 
high profile constitution of the bench. In 
recent years the moot was judged by former 
Chief Justice of the High Court of Australia, 
Sir Anthony Mason. This competition 
typically attracts students from LLB IV, JD II, 
and higher.
 

competitions in 2016

 

 

Clayton Utz Negotiations

This competition offers the chance to 
develop essential skills not on offer within 
the LLB or JD course and is thus ideal 
for students interested in practicing in 
corporate law. The negotiation involves 
teams of two students representing 
different parties that are involved in a 
legal dispute with the aim of reaching an 
agreement and avoiding litigation. This 
competition attracts students from every 
year of the LLB and JD.

 Henry Davis York Client Interviewing

This competition provides students 
with a practical opportunity to develop 
skills necessary for general practice. The 
interview is a simulation of the first time a 
potential client visits a firm, with students 
competing in teams of two. It does not 
require competitors to have studied any 
particular area of law. This competition 
attracts students from every year of the LLB 
and JD.

SEMESTER 1
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INTERNAL 
COMPETITIONS

 

 
 
Herbert Smith Freehills Contract Law Moot

This moot offers students the chance to 
engage with real world commercial law 
problems and is ideal for students interested 
in corporate law and commercial litigation. 
This competition typically attracts students 
from LLB II and JD I/II.
 
 Criminal Law Moot

This moot addresses controversial areas of 
criminal law and engages with interesting 
and at times confronting factual scenarios. 
This competition typically attracts students 
from LLB III and JD I/II.
 
 Witness Examination

This competition simulates the courtroom 
experience of Examination-in-Chief 
and Cross-Examination. It requires an 
understanding of evidence, the ability 
to structure a case, flexibility and quick 
thinking. This competition typically attracts 
students from LLB IV and JD II, however it is 
not uncommon for students from all years of 
the LLB and JD to compete.
 

competitions in 2016 competitions in 2016

INTERNAL 
COMPETITIONS
SEMESTER 2

 
 Lander & Rogers First Year Moot

Inaugurated in 2014, the First Year Moot (now 
sponsored by Lander & Rogers) has become 
an increasingly popular competition. This 
moot focusses on preliminary areas of tort 
law and offers the opportunity for students 
who are in the early stages of their degrees 
to compete in teams and develop their 
advocacy skills in a friendly environment. 
This competition is open to LLB I, LLB I/
II transfer and JD I students who have not 
previously been involved in mooting.
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INTERVARSITY
COMPETITIONS

 

BILATERAL 
INTERVARSITY 
COMPETITIONS
 

competitions in 2016

 The Sir John Peden Contract Law  Moot

This moot between SULS and Macquarie 
University features a question of contract 
law. The moot has attracted a number of 
eminent judges in the past, including The 
Honourable Chief Justice French of the High 
Court of Australia and The Honourable JD 
Heydon AC QC. In 2016, it is anticipated that 
the moot will be held in Semester 1. 
 
 Nicholas Cowdery AM QC Criminal Law   
 Moot 

This moot between SULS and UTS features 
a question of criminal law. A number of 
eminent judges have featured on the bench 
in the past, including The Honourable 
Justice Bell of the High Court of Australia, 
The Honourable Justice Fullerton of the 
NSW Supreme Court, and Nicholas Cowdery 
AM QC, former NSW Director of Public 
Prosecutions. In 2016, it is anticipated that 
the moot will be held in Semester 2.

 Justice William Gummow Cup

This moot features a question of equity 
and, in 2013, was held between SULS and 
the University of Wollongong, inaugurating 
the Justice William Gummow Cup. In 2015, 
the moot was against the University of 
NSW. The moot is presided over by The 
Honourable Professor William Gummow AC 
QC, former Justice of the High Court. In 2016, 
it is anticipated that the moot will be held in 
Semester 2.
 
 Intervarsity Skills Competition (SULS v   
 MULS)

This competition is in the format of a 
rotating skills competitions against 
Macquarie University. The date of this year’s 
competition is to be advised.
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INTERVARSITY
COMPETITIONS

competitions in 2016 competitions in 2016

INTERVARSITY
COMPETITIONS

 UNSW Skills IV

This competition includes both Client 
Interviewing and Negotiations, and will 
be held on 16-17 April. Applications for 
this competition will be invited early in 
Semester 1.

 Shine Lawyers National Torts Moot

This moot features a question of tort law 
and attracts teams from over 15 Australian 
universities. The moot is treated as a novice 
intervarsity moot to which SULS sends it 
newest, up-and-coming mooters. The moot 
is hosted by the Queensland University of 
Technology during Semester 2. Applications 
will be invited at the end of Semester 1.
 
 Baker & McKenzie National Women’s Moot

This moot commenced in 2011 as a means 
of addressing the unequal representation 
of women at the bar and is the only national 
moot in which all competitors must be 
female. It attracts universities from around 
Australia and provides an opportunity 
for female law students to gain advocacy 
experience and network with female 
practitioners. The moot is hosted by SULS 
during the Semester 2 mid-semester break. 
Applications will be invited at the beginning 
of Semester 2. 

 Sir Harry Gibbs Constitutional Law Moot

This moot is hosted in Melbourne by the 
Melbourne University Law Students Society 
and focuses on an issue of constitutional 
law. It is held in October and applications 
will be invited early in Semester 2. 

 

NATIONAL 
COMPETITIONS 
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INTERNATIONAL
COMPETITIONS

 
Philip C. Jessup International Law Moot    
Court Competition

This moot is widely recognised as the 
most prestigious international mooting 
competition. It provides students with an 
opportunity to work closely in a team to 
represent fictional States in a hypothetical 
case before the International Court of Justice 
on topical areas of international law. Teams 
compete against other Australian teams at 
the National Rounds, held in Canberra in early 
2017. The two finalist teams will then travel to 
Washington to compete in the International 
Rounds against teams from around the world. 
In 2011 and 2015, the Sydney University Jessup 
teams were World Champions. The Faculty 
invites applications in Semester 2.
 
 Willem C. Vis International Commercial   
 Arbitration Moot

This moot has quickly become one of the 
most prestigious international mooting 
competitions in the world. It provides 
students with an opportunity to engage with 
international commercial arbitration and the 
resolution of international business disputes. 
Each year, teams from over 250 universities 
worldwide compete in Vienna. The Faculty 
invites applications in Semester 2.

 International Maritime Law Arbitration   
 Moot (IMLAM)

IMLAM is a prestigious international 
arbitration moot focusing on maritime law, 
though no special knowledge of maritime 
law is required to participate. It provides an 
excellent opportunity for participants to gain 
experience in the international commercial 
arbitration format. In 2016 the moot will be 
held in July in the UK, and applications for 
this moot were invited by SULS prior to the 
commencement of Semester 1. 

The Faculty of Law offers the opportunity 
for students to participate in the 
Philip C. Jessup International Law 
Moot Court Competition and the 
Willem C. Vis International Commercial 
Arbitration Moot. SULS offers students 
the opportunity to participate in the 
International Maritime Law Arbitration 
Moot.
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INTERNATIONAL
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mooting 

 WHAT IS A MOOT?
A moot is a simulated hearing modelled on an appeal 
from the findings of a lower court. Based on a given set 
of facts, counsel make submissions before a bench of 
one or more judges on the way in which the law has been 
applied to the facts, much like a legal problem question. 
The ‘appellant’ will seek for the decision of the trial judge 
to be overturned and the ‘respondent’ will seek for it to be 
upheld.
 
STRUCTURE OF A MOOT
1. Senior Counsel for the Appellant gives appearances
2. Senior Counsel for the Respondent gives appearances
3. Senior Counsel for the Appellant presents submissions
4. Junior Counsel for the Appellant presents submissions
5. Senior Counsel for the Respondent presents 
submissions
6. Junior Counsel for the Respondent presents 
submissions
Judges may change this order at their discretion.

WHY MOOT?  
Mooting is an excellent way to learn and develop skills 
that are crucial for legal practice, including legal research, 
analysis, presentation – both written and oral – and an 
in-depth knowledge of core areas of law. Through the 
process of reading cases – in such a way that you not 
only understand its meaning, but also appreciate its 
significance and quality – analysing legal arguments, 
developing a logical case and presenting your conclusions 
in a coherent and effective manner, you will learn to think 
and analyse the law in the style of an advocate. Mooting 
will also improve your oral communication skills and 
provide a chance to learn advocacy techniques. It will 
exercise your ability to think on your feet, both in response 
to your learned friend’s submissions and questions from 
the bench.
 
As such, mooting can significantly aid your legal 
studies; in particular, it is ideal preparation for problem 
question assessments and exams as it will improve 
your legal reasoning skills, as well as contributing to 
the development of legal research and organisational 
skills. Indeed, employers also look upon it favourably as 
enhancing these essential skills.

 page 15 
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PREPARATION

 Know the Facts

The first step in preparing for a moot 
requires you to familiarise yourself with 
the factual scenario, and is thus not unlike 
approaching a problem question in any law 
subject you have studied. Identify the facts 
that are relevant and those that are not, and 
the facts that aid your case and those that 
do not.
 
 Identify the Issues

Once you have an understanding of the 
facts, you need to ascertain the legal issues 
that arise on those facts. It is important 
that you take care to identify which of the 
issues are your responsibility, depending 
upon which grounds of appeal have been 
allocated to you, and which issues are the 
responsibility of your co-counsel.
 
Moot problems are often designed to 
engage with controversial or unresolved 
areas in the law, particularly in the later 
stages of a competition, thus making it 
possible to make persuasive arguments 
supporting both sides.
 
 Know the Grounds of Appeal

The moot question will specify ‘grounds 
of appeal’, that is, the points in dispute 
between the parties. The submissions that 
you make are limited to these grounds of 
appeal. Thus, even if additional arguments 
are open on the facts, they cannot be 
introduced.
 
Further, new evidence cannot be introduced 
at appeal. At issue is the application of the 
law to the facts, not the facts themselves. 
Thus, you are strictly limited to the facts 
that have been provided and should be 
cautious even when making inferences. 
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PREPARATION

 

 Research the Question

With a firm understanding of the facts 
and legal issues, you should begin your 
research. The question should guide your 
research, as there will often be references to 
case law or statutes in the question itself. 
Internal moot questions may also provide a 
list of suggested helpful cases and statutes.
 
A good starting point for your research is 
a relevant textbook, as this will contain 
commentary on the law and references 
to key cases and statutes. Commentary 
is particularly useful in the later stages 
of a competition as it will often address 
controversial areas of law.
 
Ensure to follow up any references or 
footnotes to cases or statutes in the 
textbook, in journal articles, or in other 
cases; it is important that you read the 
original cases and statutes for yourself and 
not rely on someone else’s assessment or 
summary of them.
 
Think holistically about the case and 
appreciate all the angles of the legal issues 
you have been allocated when conducting 
your research; this will strengthen your 
submissions.

Using case law

When researching, aim to find the most 
recent and influential decisions to support 
your case. Where a case appears to be 
relevant, you should take into account:

+ Whether the facts are similar
+  Whether the case is binding or persuasive
+ The ratio decidendi – this will dictate 
whether the case is applicable or whether it 
can be distinguished because the reasoning 
does not encompass the factual situation 
in the present case
 
There are two types of cases which are 
particularly useful for a moot:
 
1. Leading cases
Leading cases offer definitive statements of 
relevant principles.
 
2. Cases with similar fact patterns
Cases with similar facts to the moot 
question allow you to draw analogies. You 
will argue that since the present case is 
analogous to the case cited, the result 
should follow the decision in the case cited.
 
On the other hand, if you are aiming to 
avoid the application of a factually similar 
decision, it will be necessary for your case 
to draw distinctions from the case cited, 
and thus show why the case cited should 
not be applied.
 
To this end, you should research all 
relevant cases, including those that may be 
damaging to your case. If a case is relevant 
but detracts from your case, it is often 
necessary and more effective to address 
it and distinguish it from the facts in the 
moot problem, rather than ignoring it.

mooting
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WRITTEN 
SUBMISSIONS

Coherent legal arguments that indicate the 
proposition to be proved and are supported 
by logical reasoning and authority allow 
you to persuade the Court to your point of 
view. Good submissions are comprehensive 
and address alternatives to your case 
whilst ensuring that there is no overlap or 
redundancy.
 
 Structure

Well-structured written submissions 
are essential in enabling the Court to 
clearly understand your argument. Your 
submissions should be ordered in the most 
persuasive way; in general, you should lead 
with your strongest submissions.
 
A submission is a ‘because sentence’. As 
such, within each submission, the following 
should be included:
1. The proposition to be proved
2. A statement of law with authority
3. An application of the law to the facts
4. A conclusion
 
For an example of written submissions, see 
Appendix I.
 
 Using Authorities

Each of your propositions should be 
supported by authorities; that is, case law 
and legislation. Whilst textbooks, journal 
articles and research papers are useful 
in your research, you cannot use these as 
authority for a proposition. 
 
When deciding which cases to cite and 
how many to cite, aim to avoid redundancy 
by choosing the most senior authority, 
the most commonly cited authority or the 
most relevant authority for a proposition, 
rather than multiple cases for the same 
proposition.
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WRITTEN 
SUBMISSIONS

Precedent

It is important to note the court that 
you will be appearing before in order to 
determine which cases are binding and 
which are merely persuasive.
 
A case has binding authority if:
a) It was a decision of a court that is higher 
in the same court hierarchy (e.g. decisions 
of the High Court of Australia bind the 
Supreme Court of NSW), and
b) The decision was on the same issue of 
law, and
c) The decision is a clear principle 
supported by at least a majority of that 
court.
 
A case has persuasive authority if:
a) It is a previous decision of that same 
court
b) It is a decision of a court of similar 
standing in another jurisdiction (e.g. the 
Supreme Court of Victoria and the Supreme 
Court of NSW)
c) It is a decision of a court of sufficient 
standing applying the same rules of law or 
statute (e.g. UK Court of Appeal decisions on 
principles of evidence may have persuasive 
authority in the Supreme Court of NSW)
d) It has more persuasive authority if it is a 
unanimous decision
 
‘Good law’
It is important to note whether a case has 
been approved or disapproved in later 
cases. A case that has been overturned will 
no longer be ‘good law’ and cannot be cited 
in support of a legal proposition. A case 
that has not been overturned but which has 
been questioned in later decisions may not 
constitute strong authority.

 

Avoiding settled precedent
If you are unable to distinguish the present 
case in fact or in law, you may be able 
to present a public policy argument. You 
should argue that due to changes within the 
social circumstances the precedent should 
no longer apply.
 
Citation

When citing cases, ensure that you use 
reported citations, where possible, in 
preference to medium neutral citations. 
Also, aim to use authorised reports, where 
possible, in preference to unauthorised 
reports.

mooting
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ORAL
SUBMISSIONS

 Role of counsel

Senior Counsel
Senior Counsel gives appearances, provides 
a brief introduction to the case, outlines their 
submissions and, very briefly (i.e. one sentence), 
the submissions of their learned junior, 
presents their own submissions and concludes 
their own submissions, before handing over to 
their learned junior.
 
Senior Appellant should pre-empt the 
submissions of the Senior Respondent based on 
the Senior Respondent’s written submissions. 
Senior Respondent must be responsive to the 
oral submissions of the Senior Appellent.
 
Junior Counsel
Junior Counsel outlines their submissions, 
presents their own submissions and concludes 
the case for the Appellant. In closing, they also 
need to deal with relief sought.
 
Like Senior Counsel, Junior Appellant should 
address the written submissions of the Junior 
Respondent, whilst Junior Respondent should 
respond to the oral submissions of the Junior 
Appellant.

 Appearances

At the beginning of a moot, the judge will call 
for appearances. The Senior Appellant, followed 
by the Senior Respondent, will introduce 
themselves and their learned junior to the Court.
 
Appearances have three components:
1. Names of Counsel
2. Name of the party that Counsel is 
representing
3. Time allocated to each speaker
 
For example: ‘May it please the Court, my name 
is Ms X and I am joined by Mr Y on behalf of the 
Appellant in this matter, Mr Z. I will be speaking 
for 15 minutes and Mr Y for a further 15 minutes.’
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ORAL
SUBMISSIONS

  Introduction

Senior Counsel should provide a brief 
thematic overview of the case at the start of 
their oral submissions.
 
For example: ‘This case concerns the 
conflict between a state’s right to 
protect itself against violent attacks and 
its obligations towards others on the 
international plane.’
 
 Signposting

It is crucial that you provide the judges with 
a ‘road map’ of your submissions so that 
they are aware of the direction of your case. 
Thus, you should outline your arguments 
at the beginning of your submissions and 
immediately before you proceed to make 
them.
 
For example: ‘In relation to the first ground 
of appeal, we make three submissions. 
First...Second ...Third... I now turn to my 
first submission...I now turn to my second 
submission...’
 
You may also reference your written 
submissions as a means of signposting. 
For example, when moving through your 
submissions, you could say: ‘Turning now 
to address submission 1.1.4 of our written 
submissions...’.
 
  Argument

To make effective arguments, you need to 
be comprehensive and break down each 
of your propositions into the constituent 
steps that you need to achieve in order to 
prove it. Each step of analysis should lead 
seamlessly into the next, leaving no gaps 
in your argument. This is where you need to 
exercise your legal reasoning skills.

  Citations

It is important that you know how to read 
citations. In criminal cases, ‘v’ is stated as 
‘against’, whilst in civil cases, ‘v’ is stated 
as ‘and’. ‘R’ is read as either ‘The Queen’/’The 
King’ (as appropriate to the reigning 
monarch at the time of the case) or as ‘The 
Crown’.
 
For example:
R v Crabbe (1991) 156 CLR 464
Initial citation: The Queen against Crabbe, 
reported in 1991 at volume 156 of the 
Commonwealth Law Reports at page 464
Subsequent citation: The Queen against 
Crabe, or, Crabbe
 
Waltons Stores (Interstate) Ltd v Maher (1988) 
164 CLR 387, 404
Initial citation: Waltons Stores Interstate 
Limited and Maher, reported in 1988 at 
volume 164 of the Commonwealth Law 
Reports at page 404
Subsequent citation: Waltons Stores and 
Maher
 
The first case cited by the Senior Appellant 
must be read out in full. Following the first 
citation, Senior Appellant may ask the 
judge to dispense with formal citations. If 
the judge permits, you only need to state 
the parties, year and court. It would be 
wise to have the full citations and pinpoint 
references handy in the event that a judge 
does not give permission to dispense with 
full citations.
 
 Time Management

Time management is crucial in ensuring 
that you make all your key submissions. 
When rehearsing submissions, you need 
to factor in time for questions from the 
bench. Thus, if you are going to speak for 
15 minutes, you should aim to present your 
oral submissions within 7-9 minutes.

mooting
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When you reach the end of your allotted 
time, you must stop speaking immediately. 
If your time expires during your 
submissions, you may ask the judge for a 
brief extension of time, usually one minute. 
To ask for an extension of time, you should 
state something along the lines of: ‘Your 
Honour, I note my time is expiring. May I 
request a one minute extension to conclude 
my submissions?’
 
Most judges will grant you extra time, 
however your request may be denied. If 
you are granted extra time, only use the 
length of time granted; thus, use the time 
to complete your thought, state the action 
you wish the court to take and do not 
introduce new submissions. If your time 
expires during a judge’s question, you make 
ask for an extension to answer the judge’s 
question. If granted, you should only answer 
the question, close and then retire.
 
If you have exhausted a submission you 
have been making or are running out of 
time and want to move the Court onto a 
new submission, you may direct the Court 
to your next submission. For example: ‘If 
there are no further questions, your Honour, 
I shall turn to my next submission...’ or ‘Your 
Honour, I note the time. If I may briefly turn 
to my final submission...’.
 
 Questions from the Bench
 
Questions from the bench are one of the 
most important aspects of mooting. They 
test the strength of your argument and your 
familiarity with the facts and with the law. 
Engaging in a dialogue with the bench is 
essential in mooting; as such, questions 
are to be welcomed, not regarded as 
impediments or interruptions. An important 
skill to develop is the ability to be flexible 
and adapt to questions whilst maintaining 
control of your submissions and ensuring 
that you make all your necessary 
submissions.

 When a judge asks you a question, you 
must stop speaking immediately, even 
if you are mid-sentence. When the judge 
finishes their question, you should 
respond to their question directly – ideally, 
you should respond with a ‘yes’ or a ‘no’, 
followed by your argument. If ‘yes’ or ‘no’ 
is not suitable, you may respond with ‘it 
depends’ and explain your argument.

Types of Questions
+ Clarifications about the facts, your 
submissions or the law
+ Questions testing your knowledge of 
the authorities on which you rely (e.g. the 
facts of the case cited; the ratio of the case 
cited; whether the case cited is binding or 
persuasive)
+ Questions intended to aid you and your 
submissions
+ Questions that posit an alternative 
argument
+ Questions designed to lead you down the 
garden path. If this occurs, the first step is 
to realise that it is happening – it is easy 
to get caught up in the moment. Then look 
to stop the progression by distinguishing 
the tangent from what you identify to be 
the important issue, and bring the court 
back to the key issue. For example: ‘Your 
Honour, although that issue is related, it is 
not decisive. What is decisive is the issue 
I submitted earlier...’ or ‘My submission is 
mainly, however, concerned with X which is 
decisive because...’.
+ Questions that take you out of sequence. If 
a judge asks you a question that is relevant 
to a different submission to the one you are 
presently making, you should answer the 
question briefly, indicate that you intend 
to deal with the issue fully in your later 
submission and ask the court whether it 
would like the matter explained in more 
detail at that point. Alternatively, you may 
deal with the matter fully, then and there.

mooting
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 Principles of Advocacy

The key to making good submissions is 
persuasion; your task is to bring the judge 
to your point of view.
 
Know the facts
A good advocate will argue persuasively 
both on the law and on the facts and will 
posit arguments as to why those laws and 
those facts support their argument. In 
addition to knowing the relevant law, it is 
crucial that you apply it to the facts. This 
is where having a firm grasp of the facts is 
essential. When making oral submissions, 
you should be able to direct the Court to the 
specific page and paragraph where a fact is 
mentioned in the moot question.

Tactical concessions
It is important that you know what you need 
to prove in order to win your case. There 
will be some submissions that you must 
defend irrespective of the strength of the 
arguments against it. However, you should 
be aware of the limits of your argument and 
make concessions when necessary. Ensure 
that you know the implications of such 
findings against you and your learned co-
counsel.
 
Treatment of opposing counsel
When referring to your opposing counsel 
or their submissions, you must never 
be condescending, sarcastic or suggest 
any negative emotion. Remember that it 
is the parties to the dispute who are in 
disagreement, not counsel.
 
It is often useful to acknowledge the 
strengths of the other side and characterise 
your opponent’s case before undermining 
or challenging it. Your assessment in this 
should always be fair, as this will make 
it more persuasive when you identify 
where they have erred. For example: ‘The 
Appellant’s case, at its highest is X. It is our

case that Y.’ This can be very useful in an 
introduction to let the Court know what the 
main issue in contention is.
 
De-personalising arguments
Put bluntly, the Court is not concerned with 
your opinions or beliefs. Rather, what will 
persuade the Court is sound legal argument 
and reasoning.
 
Humanising submissions
You should direct your submissions to 
the Court by using phrases such as, ‘Your 
Honour(s)’. This will attract the Court’s 
attention to the argument you are making 
and strengthen its force.
 
Beware of humour
Humour may be misunderstood as 
familiarity, or a lack of respect, and thus 
should be used rarely, if at all.
 
Ethics
As an advocate, you must be honest. You 
must never knowingly mis-state, or fail to 
disclose, the law or facts. If a case works 
against you, you must recognise and accept 
this, and instead distinguish the present 
case from the case cited.

 Dress code

The dress code for moots is strictly 
corporate, although in the preliminary 
rounds of internal moots you will not have 
marks deducted for failing to conform to 
the dress code.
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 Etiquette

Language

Purpose Phrase
Incorrect 

Form

Introductory 
phrase

May it please 
the Court

Um; 
Ladies and 
Gentlemen; 
Good evening; 
If the Court 
pleases; If it 
pleases the 
Court

Addressing a 
judge

Your Honour

Before the 
ICJ: Your 
Excellency; 
Mr/Madam 
President (the 
judge in the 
middle of a 
three-judge 
panel)

Sir; Madam; 
You

Refer to 
opposing 
counsel

My learned 
friend OR

Mr X/Ms X

Opponent; 
Opposition; 
Other side; 
Him/Her; S/he

Refer to your 
co-counsel

My learned 
Senior/Junior 
OR

My learned 
co-counsel OR

Mr X/Ms X

Before the ICJ: 
co-agent

My colleague; 
Him/Her; S/he

Make a 
submission

We submit

We think; 
We feel; We 
believe; We 
would argue; 
We say

Purpose Phrase
Incorrect 

Form

You don’t 
know an 
answer to a 
question
(NB: use 
sparingly, if at 
all)

I cannot 
assist the 
court on that 
matter

I don’t know; 
I’m not sure

The Court 
does not 
accept a 
submission 
and you 
cannot 
concede it, 
but must 
move on in 
the interest of 
time
(NB: use 
sparingly, if at 
all)

That is the 
highest I can 
put it

I don’t know 
what else to 
say, I have 
already 
told you my 
submission

Correct the 
bench or 
disagree with 
them

With respect, 
your Honour

You’re wrong; I 
disagree

Retract an 
incorrect 
statement

I withdraw 
that

Sorry; Oops

mooting
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TOP TIPS 
LOUISE COLEMAN
2013 ALSA Championship Moot; Best Oralist, 
2012 Philip C Jessup International Law 
Moot (National Rounds); Winner, 2012 Sir 
John Peden Contract Law Moot; Winner and 
Best Speaker, 2012 Nicholas Cowdery QC 
Criminal Law Moot; Winner, 2011 Torts Moot; 
Winner, 2011 Criminal Law Moot; Winner and 
Best Mooter in the Grand Final, 2011 Shine 
Lawyers National Torts Moot; University of 
Sydney Team Coach, 2012 Shine Lawyers 
National Torts Moot.
 
1.     Use your facts. While a firm grounding 
in the relevant law is essential, a dry 
exposition thereof rarely makes for 
effective advocacy. Interpret your facts; 
examine which are uncontroversial, which 
are ambiguous and which may ground 
reasonable inferences. Never distort or 
invent facts – an advocate’s credibility is 
crucial.
2.     Anticipate the weaknesses in your 
case which may be probed by the Bench; 
equally, identify the weaker aspects of your 
opponent’s case. This will leave you better 
prepared to answer difficult questions from 
the Bench, undermine the case against you 
and craft compelling submissions which 
acknowledge (rather than ignore) your 
weaker points.
3.     A well-structured submission 
is essential to the accessibility and 
persuasiveness of your argument. Reason 
logically and deductively, applying the law 
to the facts at hand, and remember that 
there is often value in simplicity. Appreciate 
the issues at the heart of the case – those 
that are actually in contention – and locate 
these within your overarching argument.
4.     Focus not just on what you say, but 
on how you say it. Maintain eye contact 
with each member of the Bench, being 

courteous and respectful towards Bench 
and opponent alike, and stay vigilant 
about time management. Be assured 
and authoritative, but never arrogant or 
pompous, and slow down.
5.     Listen carefully to the questions put 
forward by the Bench and focus upon 
addressing the substance of the expressed 
concern. Always answer with a ‘yes’ or ‘no’ 
(where possible), explaining succinctly the 
reason for your answer, before seamlessly 
integrating that answer back into the 
framework of your submissions.
 

KATHLEEN HEATH
National Winner and International 
Advanced-Rounds Finalist, 2013 Philip C 
Jessup International Law Moot; Best Oralist, 
Grand Final National Rounds, 2013 Philip 
C Jessup International Law Moot; Winner, 
2012 Federal Constitutional Law Moot; 
Semi-Finalist, 2012 Administrative Appeals 
Tribunal Moot; 2010 ALSA Championship 
Moot; 2009 Shine Lawyers National Torts 
Moot; Grand Finalist, 2009 Torts Moot.

1.     Develop your own mooting style. It can 
be tempting to try and replicate the manner 
of more experienced mooters. You should 
definitely draw inspiration from others, but 
always remember that you are developing 
your own signature style that fits your 
personality and plays to your strengths.
2.     Be conversational. Mooting is not about 
delivering a speech from a pulpit. It’s about 
engaging the bench in a conversation, 
and bringing them along with you to the 
conclusion you want them to reach.
3.     But don’t be informal. While you should 
be conversational, it should not be at the 
expense of courtroom formalities and 
etiquette. Brush up on the basic ‘lingo’ of 
mooting (such as ‘may it please the court’), 
cut out colloquialisms and slang, and 
always be respectful and deferential to the 
judge.
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4.     Preparation is key. A moot is often won 
or lost on the quality of the research done 
prior to the moot, and the time dedicated 
to developing sound arguments and strong 
written submissions. Oral flair or eloquent 
won’t always cover shoddy preparation.
5.     Really listen carefully to what the bench 
is saying. When a judge asks a question, 
don’t get so caught up trying to think about 
what your answer will be that you forget 
to properly listen to the question. This 
prevents you from giving a thoughtful and 
responsive answer, and can also lead you to 
misinterpret comments from a judge who 
is actually attempting to assist your case. 
Listen carefully, think, pause if necessary, 
and then answer the question.
6.     Bonus tip: moot early, moot often. 
Jump into the deep end. Irrespective of how 
terrible your first performance may be, you 
will learn from the experience and from the 
feedback of older mooters. The more moots 
under your belt, the more comfortable you 
will feel every time you stand up, and the 
better your chances of getting selected for 
an intervarsity team where you will benefit 
from a coaching program. You don’t need 
to have studied a subject to participate in 
a moot on the topic. Your time at university 
will go surprisingly quickly – don’t regret 
not having started early enough to get the 
full benefit of the SULS mooting program! 

ROBERT PIETRICHE
National Winner and International 
Advanced-Rounds Finalist, 2013 Philip 
C Jessup International Law Moot; 2013 
ALSA Championship Moot; Winner, 2012 
National Family Law Moot; Semi-Finalist 
and Best Speaker, 2012 ALSA International 
Humanitarian Law Moot; Winner, 2012 
Ashurst Public International Law Moot; 
Winner, 2012 & 2011 Sir John Peden 
Contracts Moot; Runner-up, 2011 Criminal 
Law Moot; Runner-up, 2010 Shine Lawyers 
National Torts Moot; Runner-up, 2010 Torts 
Moot; Winner, 2010 Contracts Moot.
 

1.  Enter every moot knowing exactly 
what you need to prove to win your case. 
This will help you make sound judgments 
as to what must be defended at all costs 
and when measured concessions can be 
made, particularly when under pressure 
from the bench.
2.  Answer every question directly with 
a ‘yes’ or a ‘no’, followed by the reason for 
your answer. This shows the bench that you 
are engaging with their concern rather than 
trying to evade their question with a long-
winded, complex response. That being said, 
where a yes or no answer is not appropriate, 
it is acceptable to respond with ‘it depends’, 
followed by an explanation.
3.  Speak slowly! One of the biggest 
challenges for mooters, particularly those 
who have a debating background, is to 
speak at a slow, calm pace. Maintaining 
control over your pace at all times, 
even when answering questions from 
an aggressive bench, demonstrates 
composure and confidence and will ensure 
that you maintain a sense of dialogue 
between you and the bench.
4.  Your written submissions should 
provide a clear framework of the arguments 
that you will be making. Rather than 
providing a one sentence summary of each 
submission, try to lay out your submissions 
in the same way that you would make 
your oral submissions, beginning with 
the relevant law followed by how that law 
applies to this particular case.
5.  Don’t back down from your case 
when the law is against you. There will be 
plenty of scenarios where you are required 
to defend an often untenable position at 
law, but this is a fantastic opportunity 
to demonstrate the strength of your 
legal analysis and creativity. Think about 
how the authorities against you can be 
distinguished or, if in the appropriate 
forum, should not be followed by the court. 
Confronting these issues head on as part 
of your case rather than evading them will 
work to your favour if done reasonably.
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HANNAH RYAN
National Winner and International 
Advanced-Rounds Finalist, 2013 Philip C 
Jessup International Law Moot; Winner, 
2013 Justice William Gummow Cup; 
2013 ALSA International Humanitarian 
Law Moot; Grand-Finalist, 2012 Public 
International Law Moot; Semi-Finalist, 2012 
Administrative Appeals Tribunal Moot; 
2010 Lexis Nexis Moot; 2009 Shine Lawyers 
National Torts Moot; Winner, 2009 Sir John 
Peden Contract Law Moot; Grand-Finalist, 
2009 Criminal Law Moot; Grand-Finalist, 
2008 Torts Moot.  
 
1.     Be prepared. There’s no point entering a 
competition if you’re not going to put in the 
time required to construct submissions, 
answer questions, and converse with the 
judge on the law.
2.     Learn from every moot. If you are up 
against an effective competitor, take note 
of what it is that makes them good. Listen 
closely to the judges’ feedback.
3.     Play the part. Mooting isn’t just 
about the law, it’s acting too. You have to 
look calm when you’re stressed, patient 
when you’re annoyed, and deferential 
when you don’t think much of the judge. 
Most importantly, you have to convey the 
impression that you know everything about 
a particular area of the law, far more than 
you’ve had the chance to say in your 20 
minutes, even if you’re actually confused.
4.     Know your structure. Understand what 
propositions you have to persuade the 
judge of, and in what sequence, in order to 
win. Beyond that, don’t be too wedded to 
a micro-planned structure: go where the 
judge wants to take you, as long as you get 
those key propositions out.
5.     Take the reins. The judge is the boss, 
but really you’re in charge. Ensure you make 
all your submissions with good timing, 
don’t accept propositions from the judge 
if you don’t agree with them, and don’t be 
led too far from what you want to discuss. 

JACKSON WHERRETT
National Winner and International 
Advanced-Rounds Finalist, 2013 Philip C 
Jessup International Law Moot; Winner, 
2013 Justice William Gummow Cup; 2013 
ALSA International Humanitarian Law Moot; 
Winner, 2012 Nicholas Cowdery QC Criminal 
Law Moot; Semi-Finalist, 2012 Shine 
Lawyers National Torts Moot; Grand-Finalist, 
2012 Public International Law Moot;  Grand-
Finalist, 2011 Criminal Law Moot; University 
of Sydney Team Coach, 2013 Shine Lawyers 
National Torts Moot.
 
1.  Prepare answers to questions in 
advance. Try to anticipate what questions 
you are likely to be asked by the judge and 
compose draft responses to them. There is 
no need to memorise the answers by heart, 
but the process will help you to identify 
the holes in your argument and what your 
response could be.
2.  Answer questions directly and 
succinctly. There is nothing that will annoy 
a judge more than failing to answer the 
question that is asked, or taking too long to 
give the answer. When you’re on your feet, 
listen to the question that’s being asked 
carefully and try to identify the precise 
nature of the judge’s concern.
3.  Lead with your best argument. 
Structure your arguments in a way that 
allows you to start strongly, leaving your 
weaker material until later. You have a 
better chance of persuading the judge with 
your better material.
4.  Stop when your time expires. This is 
another frustration for some judges – once 
your time is up, you must stop making 
submissions. You are welcome to ask for 
an extension of time, typically one minute, 
but time limits will otherwise be strictly 
enforced.
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5.  Signpost, signpost, signpost. 
Signposting refers to the process of 
outlining for the judge your arguments 
before you make them. It will assist 
the judge to know the direction of your 
argument. It is useful to signpost your 
entire submissions at the beginning, and 
then signpost each submission where 
necessary.
 

CONNIE YE 
2014 Philip C Jessup International Law 
Moot; Winner, 2013 Public International 
Law Moot; Winner, 2013 Client Interviewing 
Competition; Winner, 2013 Baker & 
McKenzie National Women’s Moot; 2013 
ALSA Client Interviewing Competition.

1.  When writing written submissions, 
a few well-chosen authorities are always 
preferable to 50 cases that support your 
proposition (unless, of course, you are 
establishing state practice for a customary 
rule in international law).
2.  Train yourself, starting from regular 
conversation, to not say ‘um’. Ever. Having 
an amenable/professional manner and 
style are as, if not more, important than the 
merits of the substantive argument.
3.  Always begin answers to closed 
questions with a ‘Yes’ or ‘No’. If you need to 
go on to explain something, say ‘Yes/No, 
with a qualification’.
4.  Be aware that judges are not 
necessarily familiar with the material. 
Counsel will usually always know better, so 
simple well-signposted arguments are best.
5.  As Respondent, given the luxury 
of having the last word (rebuttal 
notwithstanding), you have the freedom 
to characterise the Applicant’s argument 
as you wish, and narrow the argument to 
purely the contentious points.
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CLIENT INTERVIEWING
 

INTRODUCTION
A client interview is a mock consultation conducted by a 
team of two competitors acting as lawyers, who interview a 
volunteer client. The aim of the competition is to ascertain 
the facts and legal issues relevant to the client’s situation 
and offer preliminary solutions whilst maintaining a 
professional working relationship.
 
Competitors will be exposed to what practicing lawyers 
undertake on a day-to-day basis and gain valuable skills in 
interacting with a variety of clients. Competitors are expected 
to have a thorough understanding of ethical and professional 
responsibility requirements required of practicing legal 
practitioners, such as responsibilities in relation to 
professional privilege or conflict of interest. 
 
 Structure of an interview

Prior to the interview, each team will receive an extremely 
brief memo from the law firm secretary. Each team will be 
given 30 minutes to interview the client, and to provide 
the client with legal advice that best addresses the client’s 
wishes.
 
At the conclusion of the interview, the interviewing team will 
leave the room while the judge interviews the client on the 
team’s performance. 
 
The team then conducts a post-interview analysis, in which 
they reflect on the interview, the nature of the problem, any 
concerns picked up during the interview, any follow-up work 
to be done, strategy, and self-evaluation of their performance.
 
The second team then follows the same procedure.S
K
IL

L
S
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PREPARATION
 Create a strict structure

To succeed in Client Interviewing, it is 
essential that teams prepare a very 
detailed structure for how they plan the 
interview will run, and ensure that this is 
followed. Having a detailed game plan for 
the interview, and allocating which partner 
is in charge of each section (for example, 
who will be responsible for taking notes), 
ensures that the competitors are in charge 
of the interview and are able to get the most 
out of the client. Teams should endeavor 
to practice this interview structure in 
advance, and be prepared to be flexible.
 
 Research legal and non-legal options

While Client Interviewing does not require 
any in-depth legal knowledge, and thus 
may be successfully entered by students 
of all levels, some preliminary research 
of various legal and non-legal courses of 
action is useful. Competitors should be 
aware, for example, of when various dispute 
resolution methods may be appropriate, 
as well as preparing a number of non-
legal options to offer clients, for example 
rehabilitation, or seeking counselling or 
financial advice.

Being aware of various courses of action in 
advance is helpful in effectively tailoring 
options to suit the client at hand.

 Prepare props

Competitors often like to bring certain 
props along to the interview, as this can be 
helpful in making the interview feel more 
realistic. It is up to individual teams which 
props they bring into the interview. Having 
business cards, the retainer, fee structure 
information sheets and client information 

sheets are always helpful in giving the 
interview a more polished feel, while 
providing water and tissues may make the 
client feel more at ease.
 
In the preliminary stages, teams may 
improvise with props (e.g. using a bus 
ticket in place of a business card and 
miming providing the client with a glass of 
water, rather than actually providing water). 
However, in the Semi and Grand Final 
stages, competitors must use real props.

THE INTERVIEW
 Aims

1.  Establish effective rapport with the client
2.  Elicit information on the issues at hand
3.  Provide effective preliminary advice or 
courses of action

The benchmark of a good interview is 
simple: the client will feel they have 
consulted a lawyer who is a caring human 
being.
 
 Preliminaries

Welcome the client into the room, and 
refer to them by their second name, while 
introducing yourselves by your first name. 
Pull out the client’s chair, break the ice 
through casual conversation, and perhaps 
offer the client a glass of water. The aim 
is to make the client feel comfortable and 
establish a welcoming atmosphere.
 
Explain to the client how the interview will 
run and how long it will take, and what 
they can expect to happen. At this point 
confidentiality, conflict of interest, and 
any other preliminary matters should be 
discussed. 
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 Eliciting information

Begin by asking the client why they have 
come to see a lawyer; let them talk as much 
as possible without interruption, as it is 
essential to elicit as much information 
from the client as possible. Ask open-ended 
questions that begin with ‘who, what, 
when, where, why, how’, and follow up with 
narrower and narrower questions to isolate 
the key issues the client has not initially 
revealed. While it is important to resist the 
temptation of writing down everything the 
client says, team members should note key 
names, dates, times, and facts.
 
Competitors should aim to find out as 
much as possible from the client and 
then "tie it up" – re-state the information 
or issues back to the client to provide 
structure. It is useful to then preliminarily 
identify the issues and analyse the 
problem, for example ‘This looks like a 
contractual problem’.
 
 Understand the client’s desired outcomes

It is important to ascertain exactly what 
the client wishes to achieve by taking 
legal action, or more generally by seeking 
legal advice. This is achieved through 
careful probing of the client’s agenda, and 
the discovery of ‘secret’ facts by asking 
gradually narrower questions.
 
 Courses of action

When offering courses of action, 
competitors are not providing legal advice, 
but merely potential preliminary options. 
It is necessary to understand what the 
client wants out of the situation, and tailor 
solutions to the client on the spot, in order 
to suggest the best course of action. The 
client should be provided with enough 
information on available legal and non-
legal courses of action, and offered 

multiple potential options, in order to be 
able to make an informed choice. The client 
should be able to leave the interview feeling 
that there is a potential solution to their 
problem.
 
 Conclusion

It is essential to conclude firmly and 
establish what each party will do in 
moving forward. An effective structure is 
to summarise the issues discussed and 
potential solutions offered, and allocate 
the steps each party will then take. It is 
useful to provide the client with a task to 
undertake immediately, for example ‘you 
will find your contract, and we will research 
more into these issues’.
 
It is necessary to remind the client that no 
action may be taken until they retain the 
firm, and provide the client with a copy of 
the retainer. Ensure that the client has the 
lawyers’ contact details, and that the client 
themselves can be contacted.
 
Let the client be the one to stand up first, 
open the door for them, and politely show 
them out of the interview room.

Fees
While it is up the to team’s discretion as 
to when to mention the matter of fees, 
it is usually preferable to do this when 
concluding the interview.
 
Unless the memo you are provided states 
otherwise, your interview with the client is 
an initial consultation. The firm’s practice 
with regards to costs is that the initial 
consultation is free of charge, however 
should the client seek your services in the 
future, the charge rate is $200 per billable 
hour.
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 Teamwork

Participation should be balanced between 
team members. Competitors should break 
up the different parts of the interview and 
allocate who is responsible for what, to 
ensure that team members do not talk over 
each other or at cross-purposes. The most 
effective way to ensure teamwork is to 
practice the interview structure before the 
competition begins.
 
 Reflection

It is advisable to prepare a list of questions 
to discuss and a structure for the reflection 
in advance. Competitors should be honest 
and present a critical self-reflection that 
demonstrates awareness of weaknesses 
and necessary improvements. If certain 
issues may have been missed, mentioning 
these concerns in the reflection may make 
up for any deficiencies during the interview 
itself. 
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TOP TIPS 
MELISSA CHEN & 
SARAH IENNA
Winners, 2012 Client Interviewing 
Competition. Sarah: Winner, 2014 Public 
International Law Moot; Winner, 2014 Baker 
& McKenzie National Women’s Moot.
1.  Devise a loose structure, allocating 
time and a person for each ‘section’; this 
will ensure that your team work is even and 
no one person will dominate.
2.  Always start with the three Cs - 
confidentiality, conflict of interest, costs.
3.  Be reactive and listen to what the 
client has to say, but don’t be afraid to 
probe further into their story.
4.  Conduct your own research into ADR 
and lower cost legal options – this will help 
you to offer the best solutions for your 
client. This should be the focus, don’t get 
bogged down in the law.
5.  Be friendly and approachable but 
professional.
6.  Use props for your benefit and the 
client - tissues, water, retainer sheet.
7.  Strike the balance between letting 
them ramble and knowing when to question 
them further.
8.  Be intuitive, trust your partner, and 
avoid talking over them.
9.  Deal with each issue discretely and in 
chronological order.
10.  Despite any time pressures, always 
ensure that you come to some resolution, 
so that the client leaves happy.

RACHEL WILLIAMS
2012 ALSA Client Interviewing Competition; 
Runner-up, 2012 Client Interviewing 
Competition.
1.  Be prepared. Make a plan with your 
partner for the interview. Discuss what 
things must happen in the interview, and 

how you will handle difficult situations that 
may arise. Teamwork is part of your score 
and it’s a good idea to discuss what you will 
do if one partner dominates the interview. 
You can even practice by having a friend 
pretend to be the client. Have them make 
up their own facts about a simple situation, 
such as a car accident, and do a brief ten 
minute interview to see how you work 
together as a team.
2.  Give your interview a structure. 
If you’re not careful, you may wind up 
confused by the information your client 
gives you. This is especially true if your 
client has several issues, or if they jump 
around in their story. You can minimise this 
by giving the interview some structure and 
focusing on one topic before moving on 
to the next. Tell your client something like, 
"Can you tell me all about X first, and then 
we’ll discuss Y? Afterwards we can address 
your concerns with Z." It will help you get 
the full story, and the structure may also 
make your client more comfortable, too.
3.  Listen carefully. Nothing looks worse 
to a client than forgetting something 
they have already told you. Pay attention 
carefully to your client. If it helps you should 
take notes, but don’t get so wrapped up 
in your notes that you look like you’re not 
listening. Make eye contact and give your 
client your full attention.
4.  Offer logical solutions that your 
client is comfortable with. A big mistake 
interviewers make is offering clients 
solutions that don’t make any sense, or 
pushing a client to do something they 
aren’t comfortable with. Sometimes the 
interviewers seem to think that mentioning 
lots of solutions will impress the judge, but 
if the solution is irrelevant to the issue, you 
won’t impress anyone. Put yourself in your 
client’s shoes and imagine what makes 
sense as a solution to their problem.
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5.  Don’t put your client’s desires before 
your ethical obligations as a lawyer. I’ve 
seen many interviewers be so focused on 
pleasing their clients that they forget about 
their ethical obligations. Some clients may 
want you to do something that is unethical, 
or they may have done something unethical 
themselves. If this were a real situation, 
you probably wouldn’t risk your career just 
to make a client happy. In an interview 
competition, it will cost you marks for 
your ‘ethics’ score. These situations can be 
awkward, so think ahead about what you 
might say to a client who wants you to do 
something unethical.

LUCY ZHANG 
2015 Henry Davis York Client Interviewing 
Competition; Winner, 2014 Allens Torts 
Moot; Quarter-finalist

1. Create an interview timeline and 
stick to it. Allocate time restrictions for 
the introductory part of the interview, a 
period of questioning, clarification then 
consolidation of potential remedies and 
further courses of action. If the client seems 
to go off on a tangent, bring them back with 
an open ended question.
2. Integrate the 3 Cs into your structure: 
Cost, Confidentiality and Conflict of 
interest. Confidentiality should be 
established before the client discloses 
any information, conflict of interest 
should be introduced at the beginning 
and reiterated at the end if other parties 
involved are being represented by your firm; 
prepare a "retainer" which provides a cost 
structure for future services you provide. 
These services will be discussed in your 
recommended courses of action at the end 
of the interview so it makes sense to talk 
about Costs at the same time.

3. Ask open-ended questions and listen 
for clues. Is there an unexplained gap in the 
narrative? Are there inconsistencies in their 
story?
4. Cover the 5 Ws: Who, What, When, 
Where and Why. The amount of information 
you glean from a client should be sufficient 
to fill a statement of claim. It follows that 
the strength of their case can then be 
ascertained.
5. Start with small talk. Establish 
yourselves as approachable by building 
rapport with your client. It doesn’t have 
to be for long; a minute or two will do. 
Empathising with their emotion is 
encouraged, so long as you keep on track.
6. Structure your notes. It is helpful to 
have a table which contains one issue per 
column and the relevant facts, issues, legal 
principles and tentative conclusions in 
separate rows.
7. It’s okay to not know the answer. 
Flag the issue for further investigation and 
communicate to the client that you will look 
into the matter. 
8. Leave your computer at home. It is 
best to take notes by hand because a laptop 
puts a barrier between you and your client. 
9. Learn by watching: volunteering as 
a client or borrowing some DVDs of past 
competitions from the Law Library is a great 
way to familiarise yourself with the content 
and format of the competition.

skills
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NEGOTIATIONS

INTRODUCTION
 What is a negotiation?

A negotiation involves two teams of two 
competitors representing clients involved in 
a legal dispute. The main aim is to reach an 
agreement, either tentative or binding. The 
agreement should be clear, realistic, and 
satisfy the client’s instructions. Teams must 
also showcase their negotiation and team 
skills – maintaining an effective working 
relationship, bargaining, and strategising. 

 Why negotiate?

Negotiation skills are invaluable in legal 
practice. Negotiations are key to making 
agreements and resolving disputes, often 
offering cheap and quick solutions to 
very complex problems. Learning how to 
negotiate will help you put a variety options 
on the table, work out what is feasible 
or not, and make an agreement without 
"giving in". Pre-trial negotiations and 
mediations are now recommended and even 
compulsory in many jurisdictions, and are a 
central part of any lawyer’s skill set. 

How do you "win" a negotiation?

The ultimate aim of the negotiation is to 
form an agreement in the best interests of 
your client.

+ Negotiations ARE NOT a contest between 
adversaries: Don’t have a strategy that 
involves bullying the other team into 
submission. This will usually make 
the other side harder to deal with, and 
encourage the other side to also bully you. 
Also, it isn’t very ethical.

skillsskills
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 + Negotiations ARE NOT a conversation 
between friends: On the other hand, being 
friendly and making too many concessions 
will not lead to optimal outcomes for your 
client. It will leave you open to be taken 
advantage of.

+ Negotiations ARE a game of problem 
solving. Identify what the parties want 
(their "positions"), why they are an issue 
("interests") and what can be done to 
solve them with the resources you have 
("solutions"). 

There is no such thing as "winning" a 
negotiation. However, in this artificial 
setting, competitors will score points for 
certain aspects of the negotiation. The 
team with the higher number of points 
goes through to the next round. Teams 
score points for communicating effectively, 
showing teamwork, generating options, 
managing time constraints, and ending 
up with an agreement that satisfies their 
client’s interests comparatively better than 
the other team. 
 
 The Key Rule: "Don’t bargain over    
 positions"

When going into a negotiation, have an 
open mind and keep flexible. You will not 
know the confidential facts of the other 
team, and will need to work around issues 
as they pop up. Don’t always expect that 
interests, positions and solutions line up 
perfectly – often, they do not! Let’s illustrate 
this with an example.

Let’s say there is a dispute between two 
neighbors, where Neighbor A noisily plays 
the drums during the day, disturbing 
Neighbor B. 
 
Neighbor A’s interests are to keep playing 
his drums, and his position is for Neighbor 
B to pay for expensive soundproofing. 
Neighbor B’s interests are to sleep during 

the day because he does night shifts, and 
her position is that Neighbor A pays for the 
soundproofing. 

A solution could be that Neighbor A 
agrees to play his drums after Neighbor 
B leaves for her night shift at 5pm. This 
would avoid the need to pay for expensive 
soundproofing and keep both parties 
happy. 

However, if both teams were to go into a 
negotiation and simply argue about who 
should pay for the soundproofing or how 
they would share the cost, they would have 
completely ignored this viable solution. 
This is why it is an essential rule that you: 
don’t bargain over positions – focus on interests 
instead. In a practical sense, this means:
 
+ Ask questions: Why does the other team 
want something?
+ Have a range of solutions available: What 
can you offer? 
+ Generate options with the other team: 
What can they offer?

THE NEGOTIATION
 + Both teams will be provided "common 
facts": These facts are known by both 
teams, and broadly outline the main 
aspects of the dispute

+ Both teams are also given a set of 
"confidential facts": These facts are known 
by only one team, and include specific 
instructions from the client regarding what 
they want. 

+ Teams prepare for a week before the 
negotiation: From the materials given, 
teams work out what they have to achieve, 
and form a strategy for how to achieve 
it. Teams should come to the negotiation 
across their facts, with a draft agenda, draft 
agreement clauses and other materials (if 
appropriate).
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+ The negotiation will run for 50 minutes 
(inclusive of breaks): Each team may call 
for one five-minute break at any time 
during the negotiation. The time limit is 
purposely short and is strict – if you haven’t 
made an agreement by the 50 minute mark, 
bad luck!
+ The time limit is purposely short and is 
strict – if you haven’t made an agreement 
by the 50 minute mark, bad luck!

+ The negotiation should start with 
preliminaries: Teams should introduce 
themselves to each other and shake hands 
before beginning. Agreements should be 
made that discussions be conducted in 
good faith and, if the negotiation is taking 
place in the face of litigation, without 
prejudice. Confidentiality agreements may 
be entered into at this stage.

+ The negotiation should end with a signed 
agreement: Parties should have a suitably 
detailed agreement that is signed by the 
parties. In any event, parties should shake 
hands after the 50 minutes is up. 

+ After the negotiation, there will be 10 
minutes for each team to give reflections 
(from Quarter-finals onwards): These 
reflections are given to the judge without 
the other team present. Teams reflect on 
their strategy: what worked and what they 
would have done differently. 

Here is a suggested structure for how 
teams might allocate their time:
Negotiation Stage  Time
Preliminaries   2 minutes
Agenda Setting   3 minutes
Exploration of interests  10 minutes
1st Break    5 minutes
Brainstorm options  10 minutes
2nd Break    5 minutes
Find Solutions   10 minutes
Make written agreement 3 minutes
Signing and Handshake  2 minutes
TOTAL     50 minutes

PREPARATIONS
+ Work out your objectives: What is non-
negotiable and what is negotiable? What 
is most important for your client, and 
what is less important? What must you 
achieve by the end of the negotiation 
(essential interests)? Where can you make 
concessions?

+ Find your BATNA: A BATNA (short for "Best 
Alternative to a Negotiated Agreement") is 
your fallback strategy if the negotiation 
fails. For example, in a negotiation between 
a company and their employee regarding 
a contract dispute, the BATNA for the 
company may be to go to court. This will 
have advantages (e.g. finality of result) but 
disadvantages (e.g. uncertainty of result, 
legal costs). It is important to keep your 
BATNA in mind as you negotiate and plan. 
Never agree to something in a negotiation 
if it is worse than your BATNA or just for the 
sake of "agreeing".

+ Develop a strategy: What are your strong 
points and weak points? What are the other 
team’s strong points and weak points? How 
are you going to target them? What kinds 
of questions can you use to pry out their 
confidential facts? What solutions will work 
for you? And what can you offer the other 
team to resolve their problems?

+ Make a draft agenda that suits your 
strategy: Some negotiators like to start 
off with easy things that can be agreed 
upon (e.g. mutual interests) and then work 
towards more difficult problems. Others like 
to reserve these easy things as bargaining 
chips to be used while discussing the 
more difficult problems. Either way, have 
an agenda that keeps the negotiation 
on schedule, so that all issues are well 
ventilated and discussed before time is up.
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NEGOTIATION SKILLS
There are many styles of negotiating, and there is 
no "right" or "wrong" way. Some negotiators prefer 
to be more aggressive and assertive, while others 
prefer to be more passive and contemplative. 
But overarching these styles, there are some key 
skills that need to be demonstrated:

+ Show teamwork: Team members should be on 
the same page and work together seamlessly. 
They should be supportive, not talk over one 
another, or contradict each other. Preparing for 
the negotiation in high detail will facilitate this. 
 
+ Manage time: Teams should have come to 
some agreements, either tentative or binding, 
by the end of the 50 minutes. Do not spend too 
much time on a single issue – move on if you 
reach an impasse. 

+ Generate solutions: Teams should be creative, 
flexible and original. However, the solutions 
should be feasible and practical within the 
constraints of the factual matrix of the scenario. 
 
+ Be professional and ethical: As lawyers, teams 
should be honest and not have to resort to dirty 
tactics. This does not mean that you have to 
reveal your secret facts – there is nothing wrong 
with simply saying, "My instructions are not to 
answer that question". On the other hand, lying, 
cheating and misconstruing facts to benefit your 
client will earn you negative points. 

+ (For self-analysis) Show critical thinking: Self-
analysis should be a discussion of tactics – what 
worked, and what didn’t. Teams should show they 
were able to recognise weaknesses in the other 
team, but more importantly, show they were able 
to recognise weaknesses in their own team. They 
should be able to demonstrate what skills they 
have learnt for the next negotiation.
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TOP TIPS 
LAN WEI 
2013 ALSA Negotiations Competition; 
Winner, 2013 Federal Constitutional Law 
Moot; Semi-Finalist, 2013 Gibbs Federal 
Constitutional Law Moot; 2012 Inter-
American Human Rights Moot Court 
Competition; Semi-Finalist, 2012 ALSA 
Championship Moot.

1.  If you do only one thing in preparation 
for your comp, let it be this: make a 
prioritised list of goals, as well as a ‘bottom 
line’ - that is, a list of what you want, and 
a list of the absolute minimum to which 
you will agree. There is no point in entering 
into a negotiation without a 100% clear 
idea of what you want to get for your client 
and which of the goals you can sacrifice 
for another, more important, goal. There’s 
nothing wrong with not achieving all of the 
goals you set out - what’s important is to 
have a good idea of which goals are most 
crucial, and why, and communicate that 
understanding throughout the round.
2.  Related to this, have an agenda sheet 
ready. This agenda should not reveal any 
private information or give too much a hint 
of your priorities (remember - keeping your 
priorities secret could well be a part of your 
strategy!) but it should be geared towards 
having a well-structured negotiation. 
Without an agenda, a negotiation could 
quickly go off-topic. Even worse, if your 
opponent prepares an agenda and you do 
not, you cede control of the negotiation to 
them and also look underprepared.
3.  Don’t moot. The temptation with a 
negotiations question is always to figure 
out whether you’re right in the eyes of 
the law and try to lawyer the other party. 
Do not do this. You get no points for legal 
arguments, it antagonises the other 
party and most likely the judge, and it is 
generally an obnoxious thing to do.

4.  Remember to move on. Sometimes 
it’s easy to get caught up in the first few 
agenda items because obviously the parties 
come from different perspectives and want 
different things. It’s important to know 
when to move on from this because you 
may soon find yourself talking in circles 
and wasting time. Furthermore, you never 
know what secret facts and surprising 
twists might come later in the agenda, so 
it’s a good idea to at least turn a few stones 
before getting bogged down!
5.  Have an outcome. I cannot stress 
this more. It is very likely that the outcome 
you reach will not be 100% what you hoped 
for in the beginning. It should at least, 
however, be better than your bottom line. 
If you are truly unable to agree, you should 
still strive for an outcomes list that details 
what further action must be taken to reach 
agreement. Otherwise the whole negotiation 
is a waste of time.

STEPHEN KE
Member of Team Australia 2015, 
Intercollegiate Negotiations Competition 
(Tokyo); Runner-up, 2015 UNSW Intervarsity 
Negotiations Competition; Semi-Finalist, 
2015 UTS Intervarsity Negotiations 
Competition; 2015 SULS Judging 
Coordinator.

1. Display active listening: Showing 
the other team that you understand them 
can help progress a negotiation. It can be 
simply done by repeating back exactly what 
the other team has just said.
2. Set ground rules: Establishing what 
is, and is not, allowed at the negotiation 
table is an effective way of creating a 
professional working relationship with the 
other team. At best, ground rules can be 
strategically designed to circumvent tricky 
areas. 
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3. Test Boundaries: Pushing the other 
team to their boundaries allows you to 
achieve the best outcome for your client. 
A team playing it "too safe" can mean they 
leave opportunities untouched. 
4. Make tactical concessions: Making 
concessions at strategic points during the 
negotiation will allow you to achieve better 
outcomes for your client by pushing the 
other side a little further along a path they 
are less keen on conceding on. 
5. Move on: Sticking to a single issue, 
and failing to ventilate others, will stagnate 
option generating and make it harder to 
achieve a final agreement. Sometimes, 
making a concession on secondary issue 
will break up an impasse on the primary 
issue. Have an eye on the time and stick to 
the agenda. 

MAXINE MALANEY
Nicholas Cowdery Criminal Law Moot 2015; 
Tied Winner, Baker & McKenzie National 
Intervarsity Women’s Moot 2015, SULS 
Criminal Law Moot 2015; Semi-finalist, 
NLU Herbert Smith Freehills International 
Negotiations Competition, Delhi, 2015, 
UTS Intervarsity Negotiations Competition 
2015; Semi-finalist, UNSW Intervarsity 
Negotiations Competition 2015; Runner-up, 
Clayton Utz Negotiations Competition 2015; 
Runner-up, Allens Torts Moot 2015; Runner-
up, Sydney University Law Society First-Year 
Torts Moot 2014

1.  Understand your opposition: Use 
the beginning of the negotiation to figure 
out the other client – what are his or her 
underlying interests, motivations and 
concerns? Understanding the client 
is crucial to determining the relative 
bargaining power of each party and will 
help you to generate solutions that are 
of benefit to both parties. Don’t start 
negotiating until you know exactly whom 
you are dealing with.

2.  Practice your teamwork: Make sure 
that both members of your team participate 
equally in the negotiation. Never talk over 
one another and don’t disagree (in front of 
the other team). Not only does teamwork 
make up a significant percentage of your 
overall score, but good teamwork will 
seriously intimidate the opposition. 
3.  Stay in control of the negotiation: 
Set ground rules and an agenda and keep 
your opposition on track. Deal with one 
issue at a time. If you feel yourselves being 
dominated by the opposition, move on to 
another issue or call for a break and re-
evaluate your strategy. 
4.  Brainstorm in advance: Before the 
negotiation, try to predict the issues that 
the opposition will raise and brainstorm as 
many creative solutions as possible. Order 
the solutions in terms of benefit to your 
client and try to get the opposition to agree 
to your preferred solutions first. 
5.  Never agree to anything without 
getting something in return: Even if the 
opposition makes a request that is of no 
concern to your client, don’t agree to it 
without guaranteeing something that your 
client wants in return. If you can’t think of 
something that directly correlates, leave 
their request aside as bargaining leverage 
for later.
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WITNESS 
EXAMINATION

INTRODUCTION
The Witness Examination Competition 
simulates a criminal trial and involves 
a shortened version of all the main 
components of a real trial: opening 
statements, examination in chief, cross-
examination, and closing arguments.

Two competing students represent counsel 
for the defence and prosecution. The aim 
is to present a case based on the available 
evidence that is consistent, plausible, and 
fits with the facts. The role of Counsel is 
a balancing exercise between portraying 
one’s own witness as credible and reliable 
through examination in chief, whilst 
simultaneously attempting to extract 
further beneficial evidence and destroy the 
credibility of the opposing witness during 
cross-examination.

Competitors are bound by the rules of 
evidence and must act within those 
parameters. It is advised that competitors 
revise the basic laws of evidence, a brief 
summary of which may be found on page 45 
of this Handbook.

Structure of the Competition

Unlike other competitions, Witness 
Examination requires no prolonged formal 
preparation, as competitors do not receive 
the materials until 90 minutes prior to 
competition. 90 minutes prior to the start of 
the competition, competitors will be given 
each witness’s statement and relevant 
legislation. This time should be used to 
review each statement, prepare questions 
for both their witness and the opposing 
witness, develop a case theory, and draft an 
opening statement.
Competitors will then receive an additional 
30 minutes to interview and prepare their 
witness.
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Competition trial times are as follows:

Order of 
Proceedings

Preliminary 
Rounds

Quarter, 
Semi, & 
Grand Final

Opening by 
Prosecution 
Counsel

2 mins 2 mins

Examination 
in Chief by 
Prosecution

10 mins 15 mins 

Cross-
Examination 
by Defence

15 mins 25 mins

Opening by De-
fence 
Counsel

2 mins 2 mins

Examination 
in Chief by 
Defence

10 mins 15 mins 

Cross-
Examination 
by 
Prosecution

15 mins 25 mins 

Preparation of 
Summation

2 mins 3 mins

Summation by 
Prosecution

3 mins 3 mins

Summation by 
Defence

3 mins  3 mins

 
The time will be stopped during all 
objections.

PREPARATION
Initial preparation
Revise the rules of evidence thoroughly. 
If the opposing Counsel breaches a rule 
there will only be a split-second to make 
an objection before the witness starts 
to answer. You can still object after the 
witness answers, but the impact of such an 
objection will largely be lost.

90 minutes before trial begins
Ninety minutes before the examination 
begins competitors will receive both 
their own and the opposing witness’s 
statements, as well as the charges and any 
relevant legislation.

Competitors have an hour to examine the 
problem and highlight relevant legal issues. 
This time should be used to gain a thorough 
understanding of the facts, identify the 
controversial elements in the case, develop 
a case theory, prepare questions for 
witnesses, and draft points for opening and 
closing statements.

Developing a case theory is the most 
essential aspect of preparation. This 
involves reducing the case that needs to 
be proven to a couple of lines. At a more 
sophisticated level, it is the story that you 
are trying to sell to the finder of fact (here 
the judge), as to what happened and why 
they happened that way. Many competitors 
like to have the case theory written and 
visible throughout the entire examination. 
This is useful for then using your questions 
to establish your case theory, and attack 
the case theory of the opponent.
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This time should also be used to consider 
the opponent’s case theory and likely 
argument, and to develop a strategy to 
counter these, either by showing that the 
opposing case theory is unlikely to have 
occurred, or has internal inconsistencies.

Preparation of witness
Thirty minutes before trial begins each 
Counsel will meet with their witness. This 
time should be used to prepare the witness 
on what will be asked during examination-
in-chief. It may also be useful to advise 
the witness what the other side is likely 
to ask, so they may be prepared for cross-
examination, but, critically, cannot involve 
telling the witness how to react to cross-
examination.

Competitors should be careful not to 
‘coach’ their witness. This is highly 
unethical and likely to be picked up by the 
judge. Examples of prohibited coaching 
include providing the witness with the 
opposing witness’s statement of facts, 
instructing the witness on how to react 
to cross examination, providing exact 
wording for how witnesses should respond 
to examination in chief, or encouraging the 
witness to make up or change the facts.

Witness statements may sometimes be 
incomplete, and witnesses are able to make 
up basic facts (such as their address) but 
not facts that are inconsistent with their 
statement. Anything that is elaborated on 
must be in accordance with the witness 
statement.

AT TRIAL 
At the commencement of the trial, both 
witnesses remain outside the court-room 
while preliminary matters are dispensed 
with.

Appearances
At the commencement of trial, the Judge 
will ask for appearances.

Counsel for the Prosecution/Plaintiff stands 
and states: ‘If it pleases the court I am 
[surname] and I appear on behalf of the 
prosecution/plaintiff in this matter.’

Counsel for the Defendant follows in a 
similar fashion.

In criminal trials, the Judge will read the 
charge of the Accused.

Opening Statements
Opening statements should include a brief 
summary of the facts which Counsel will 
attempt to prove either establish or negate 
the liability/guilt of the defendant/accused. 
An opening statement should introduce the 
charge (prosecution), outline what needs to 
be proven (relevant elements of the offence) 
and the evidence that will be adduced in 
order to prove this. The opening should 
make express reference to the burden 
that must be discharged and why it is or 
is not met. For the defendant, the opening 
statement should focus on what are the 
agreed upon elements, and where the 
distinction between the parties lies.

A brief outline of the law relevant to the 
case should also be included – this is 
designed to give the Judge an idea of the 
direction the argument will take, with 
respect to what factual matters do and 
don’t need to be established. For example, 
most critically, is there a mens rea element 
and what is the standard required?
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Examination-in-chief
Upon completion of each opening 
statement, the Judge will ask Counsel to 
call their witness. To summon the witness, 
Counsel should simply state ‘I call [witness 
name]’.

The goal of examination-in-chief is to have 
the witness state in their own words, and 
of their own volition, their version of the 
events that occurred, in order to establish 
the case. For the defence, the aim is to raise 
doubts on the evidence adduced by the 
prosecution.

The role of Counsel is to facilitate the 
witness’s story, and the witness should 
do the majority of the talking. Counsel 
should bring to light all the facts from 
the witnesses through the use of open-
ended questions that enable the witness to 
present their evidence in a chronological 
order. Counsel must also control the 
witness to prevent them from rambling or 
avoiding questions. Counsel should avoid 
asking short questions that enable the 
witness to speak for solid lengths of time.

The most effective technique is the 
adoption of a natural conversational style 
that makes the witness feel at ease. To 
increase a witness’s credibility, important 
details should be reinforced by repeating 
them back to the witness in the next 
question, but be careful as this can lead to 
objections based on repetitive questioning.

Cross-Examination
Cross-examination is where the opposing 
counsel questions their opposing witness. 
The objective is for Counsel to find 
inconsistencies in the witness’s testimony, 
identify why the witness’s testimony should 
not be believed, and attempt to show that 
the witness is not credible.

All questions during cross-examination 
should be put in leading form. Counsel 
should not ask questions the answer to 
which they do not already know, unless 
Counsel has considered that either possible 
answer will assist their case. A useful 
technique is called ‘closing the gate’. This 
involves asking a series of questions, non-
contentious to begin with, that require only 
yes/no answers. Counsel should build up 
the questions until the point trying to be 
made seems inevitable, and then avoid 
asking the final question in order to prevent 
the witness from having the chance to 
provide an explanation.

Counsel should attempt to discredit both 
the evidence that is damaging to the case 
and the witness themselves. This latter 
objective may involve demonstrating 
that the witness is biased, lying, giving 
inconsistent evidence, a careless observer, 
or has a blurred recollection or inconsistent 
memory.

Switching Over
Once the witness for Prosecution has been 
examined by both Counsel, the witness will 
be thanked by the Judge and excused from 
the courtroom.

The Counsel for Defence is than invited to 
make their case. Similar to the above, the 
Defence makes the opening statement 
and conducts examination-in-chief of 
the Defence witness, who is then cross-
examined by the Prosecution.
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Closing
Counsel for Prosecution closes first.

The purpose of the closing address is 
to summarise the entire case, utilising 
the information extracted from both 
witnesses, ideally relying heavily on cross-
examination. Counsel must show what has 
been proven and what the other side has 
failed to prove. The closing address should 
anticipate or rebut the closing argument of 
opposing counsel.

Counsel should be clear and succinct, 
highlighting the strongest points of the 
case, as established in cross-examination. 
The best closings will retrospectively 
make a cross-examination seem better 
in drawing out the relevance of the points 
ceded.

Objections
Objections are an exciting element of 
Witness Examination. Objections highlight 
the opposing Counsel’s breach of the rules 
of evidence and can act as a strategy to put 
off the opposing Counsel, within reason.

Objections can only be made during 
examination-in-chief or cross-examination, 
and are best done before the witness 
provides an answer to the question being 
asked.

To make an objection, counsel stands 
and says something to the effect of: ‘Your 
Honour, I object. Counsel is ... (reason and 
reference to the relevant legal objection)’.
The judge will either question the maker of 
the objection or give the opposing Counsel 
an opportunity to respond.

Objections are argued with the judge, not 
the opposing counsel. To cease arguing 
an objection, something like the following 
should be said: ‘If I may rephrase the 
question, Your Honour’, or ‘I will abandon 
that line of questioning’.

When being objected to or when not being 
directly addressed by the judge, Counsel 
must be seated.
Examples of possible grounds for objection 
are set out in the following section ‘Basic 
Rules of Evidence’.

BASIC RULES OF 
EVIDENCE 
The rules governing the evidence that can 
be submitted to the court are extensive. 
A brief summary governing the rules 
of evidence is provided here, however 
this should by no means be considered 
exhaustive.

The rule in Browne v Dunn
The rule applies when the evidence 
being introduced by counsel contradicts 
that given by the opponent’s witness in 
evidence-in-chief, and the witness has not 
been given a chance to defend themselves 
or explain the alleged contradiction. If a 
party does not accept the evidence of a 
witness then the party must make it clear 
to the witness and the other side. If the case 
is merely the word of one witness against 
the other, 

Counsel may find themselves merely 
putting questions to the opponent’s 
witness and having them repeatedly say no; 
however this is necessary in order to satisfy 
the rule.

Relevance – Evidence Act s55, 56
All questions asked of a witness must be 
directly or indirectly relevant to a fact in 
issue. This involves the balancing of the 
probative value of evidence being adduced 
with its potential to confuse or prejudice 
the jury. If challenged on relevance, Counsel 
must argue the facts and rationale behind 
the evidence in question to demonstrate 
why it should be admitted as relevant.
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Hearsay Evidence – Evidence Act ss 59, 
62, 65
A witness cannot give evidence on what 
a third party (not in court) said on a 
particular occasion for the purpose of 
proving the truth of an assertion being 
made in court. The main exception is that 
evidence is not hearsay when it is proposed 
not to prove the truth of a statement but 
merely that the statement was made. Note 
specific exceptions: ss 59, 62, 65. This is 
a difficult objection and more reading is 
recommended on this point.

Opinion evidence – Evidence Act ss 76, 78, 
79
Evidence of an opinion is generally 
inadmissible, unless being given by an 
expert on that subject. The exception is that 
opinions may be given on subjects that do 
not require special knowledge. Witnesses 
may only testify to their own observation.

Character – Evidence Act s 110
Evidence as to a person’s character is 
generally inadmissible, as is evidence as to 
a person’s conduct on previous occasions 
(tendency: s 97).

Leading the witness (in examination-in-
chief only) – Evidence Act s 37
A leading question is one that suggests the 
answer to be given or attempts to put words 
into the witness’s mouth. In order to protect 
the integrity of the evidence, Counsel is 
prevented from asking leading questions 
that suggest a desired answer in evidence-
in-chief. However leading questions may 
(and should) be asked during cross-
examination.

Evidence that has been illegally or 
improperly obtained – Evidence Act ss 
137-9
Evidence that has been illegally or 
improperly obtained requires a balancing 
exercise of whether the desirability of 

admitting the evidence outweighs the 
undesirability. Section 138 contains a 
non-exhaustive list of factors to be taken 
into account in conducting this balancing 
exercise.

Badgering the Witness
‘Badgering the witness’ refers to when 
Counsel is unnecessarily hostile to or 
harasses a witness. This can involve asking 
several questions at once or repeating the 
same question multiple times, not allowing 
a witness to answer a question, making 
unnecessary or irrelevant comments, 
or otherwise arguing with or provoking 
a witness. This falls under improper 
questioning - s 41.

Further examples of possible grounds for 
objection
+ General, vague or non-specific questions
+ Unintelligible or confusing questions
+ Duplicitous questions
+ Questions that assume facts not in 
evidence
+ Questions that are argumentative, 
oppressive or irrelevant.
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TOP TIPS 
SAMUEL MURRAY
2012 Witness Examination Competition; 
Grand Finalist, 2013 Witness Examination 
Competition; Convener, 2014 Witness 
Examination Competition; Judge and 
Question Writer, 2015 SULS vs MULS 
Witness Examination Competition; Winner, 
2015 Witness Examination Competition; 
Judge and Question Writer.

1.  Your case theory should consist 
of two elements; what is the story that 
my witness is trying to tell and why is 
that believable and credible, and what 
is the story their witness is trying to tell 
and why is it incredible and/or internally 
inconsistent.
2. Each question in cross-examination 
should fulfil one of four purposes; a) 
complying with the rule in Brown v Dunne, 
showing why the story the witness is telling 
is unlikely to have occurred (by drawing 
inferences from everyday reality, and 
showing why elements of the story are far-
fetched and ridiculous), showing why the 
story is internally inconsistent (by drawing 
implications from the story that contradict 
other parts), and showing why the witness 
is personally not credible (issues of 
observation, bias and memory).
3. Pay close attention to mistakes made 
by a witness in recounting the testimony, 
as these can reveal deeper inconsistencies. 
In general, focus on the smaller details as 
question writers often leave gaps in the 
story.
4.  Once you’ve scored a good point, don’t 
belabor it by asking more questions that 
allow the witness to explain themselves. 
Rather, use your closing address to bring 
attention to the admission. Alternatively, 
don’t stop too many questions short of 
the point that requires too many dots to 
connect to be effective.

5.  Avoid asking questions about points 
of fact that your witness has already 
conceded (i.e. over identification if your 
witness has already admitted to being at 
the location).
6.  If you think you have grounds to 
object, do so, otherwise the judge will not 
your absence of objecting and think less of 
your skills.
7. Don’t ask questions that are 
obviously objectionable or will adduce 
evidence from the witness that will be 
objectionable. The best witex rounds 
will have virtually no objections as 
both Counsel will be self-censoring 
appropriately.
 

JEFFREY CHAN
Winner, 2013 Witness Examination 
Competition.

1.     Try your hand at Witness Examination 
while at law school. Firing questions at the 
witness box, making objections, acting as 
the Prosecution/Defence; these are golden 
opportunities. There’s nothing quite like the 
thrill of being on your feet with someone’s 
case in your hands, and you’ll pick up 
worthwhile skills.
2.     Tell a story in your opening address. 
This is your chance to treat the judge like 
they know nothing. Make it interesting; 
create and use themes throughout the trial 
which helps the judge understand and 
empathise with your position. But keep it 
general enough to keep your options open!
3.     Examination-in-chief is about getting 
through the statement. Take your time and 
explore where you feel relevant. You cannot 
ask leading questions, so prepare, practice 
and have a run through what you will ask 
before the trial, as it can be tricky getting 
your witness to give an answer without 
leading them. You cannot coach your 
witness.
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4.     Cross-examination is all about 
leading questions (mix it up!), it is about 
propositions, and it is about exploration 
of the opposing witness’s evidence to find 
chinks in their story. Start small, develop, 
and systematically close the gates. You 
cannot achieve this if your questions give 
the witness free rein, you must control your 
witness!
5.     Make objections. Read through the 
Evidence Act 1995, get your head across 
specific rules of evidence (e.g. Browne v 
Dunn) and how these may be used both 
for and against you. Be mindful of this 
when preparing questions. Bring a copy to 
the trial. Be alert, the window to make an 
objection is often fleeting.

PETER FU 
2013 ALSA Witness Examination 
Competition; Semi-Finalist, 2013 Witness 
Examination Competition; 2012 ALSA Client 
Interviewing Competition; Runner-up, 2012 
Client Interviewing Competition.

1.  Pay attention to the scoring criteria. 
Note the factors that are relevant in 
determining your score and ensure that you 
have these in mind when you compete. It is 
trite but sometimes forgotten - in order to 
do well, you need to score well.
2.  Never be surprised by a witness’s 
answer. If a witness gives you an answer 
you do not expect, do not let it throw you. 
Quibbling with an answer will weaken your 
case. Turning that answer around on the 
witness will strengthen it.
3.  Engage with the witnesses’ answers. 
Good questioners think on their feet and 
ask specific, incisive questions. No two 
trials will yield the same evidence and you 
must be prepared to go with the answers 
given.
4.  Control your witnesses. In both 
examination in chief, and in cross 
examination, it is the duty of questioning 

Counsel to ensure that witnesses answer 
in an appropriate manner. This will ensure 
that you can present your case confidently.
5.  Be persuasive, and ensure you 
conclude your case strongly. You must 
engage with the answers given when 
opening/closing. A good closing that 
engages with the answers can sometimes 
cure a weaker questioning style. Ultimately, 
you must remember you are an advocate 
and must present the best case you can.
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Student judges are an integral part of competitions at the 
Sydney Law School. Judging offers experienced mooters 
and skills competitors a unique view from the bench and 
the opportunity to pass on their invaluable knowledge to 
fellow students. It is also a great way to contribute to the 
Competitions community – SULS’ student judging system is a 
key reason why the internal competitions program produces 
such talented mooters and skills competitors.
 

ELIGBILITY
Mooting
To be eligible to judge a particular moot, a student must:

+ Have reached the quarter finals of any internal moot, and;
+ Have studied the area of law that the moot is concerned 
with.
OR
+ Have reached the quarter finals of the moot they are 
applying to judge for.
(E.g. A student who reached the 2011 quarter finals of the 
Criminal Law moot could judge the 2012 Criminal Law Moot, 
even if he or she has yet to study Criminal Law.)
 
Skills Competitions
To be eligible to judge a particular skills competition, a 
student must:
+ Have reached quarter finals of the skills competition they 
are applying to judge for.

INTERVARSITY QUALIFICATION
With great competitions success comes great responsibility. 
It is vital that those who do well in SULS’ internal moots, and 
particularly those who are chosen to represent the Sydney 
Law School at intervarsity and international competitions, 
give back to the Competitions community. By passing on 
the skills and knowledge gained in high-level competitions, 
students who are just beginning their competitions careers 
are able to benefit from the experience of SULS’ most eminent 
mooters.
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Applicants for intervarsity competitions 
must have judged at least two preliminary 
rounds of a current SULS competition in 
the semester in which they are applying in 
order to be considered for an intervarsity 
competition. Where application deadlines 
fall between semesters (as is the case, 
for example, with the National Shine 
Lawyers Torts Moot), successful applicants 
must pledge to judge a minimum of two 
preliminary rounds of an upcoming SULS 
competition as soon as is reasonably 
practical.
 
This policy ensures that Sydney Law 
School’s status as an eminent mooting and 
skills university may be maintained, and 
that the legacy of our great successes in 
national and international competitions 
will continue. Moreover, this policy aims 
to solve the recurring problem of strained 
judging resources in preliminary and 
quarter-finals rounds.
 

judging
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IN THE MOOT  
HIGH COURT OF AUSTRALIA  

           BETWEEN 

FRANCIS REGINALD BROMLEY 
Appellant 

and 

THE QUEEN 
Respondent 

OUTLINE OF SUBMISSIONS OF SENIOR COUNSEL FOR THE RESPONDENT 
Represented by Mr Robert Pietriche 

 

Submission 1: The jury’s verdict concerning the Appellant’s knowledge that the victim 
was not consenting should be upheld as it was open to a reasonable jury, 
properly instructed, to be satisfied beyond reasonable doubt that he 
possessed the requisite knowledge. 

1.1.  The Honourable Trial Judge’s directions at paragraph (b), pages iii-iv adequately reflect 
the current standing of NSW law regarding the mens rea required in establishing that the 
Appellant knew that the victim was not consenting to intercourse: Crimes Act 1900 (NSW) 
s61HA(3); Tolmie (1995) 37 NSWLR 660 at 670-672 per Kirby P; Kitchener (1993) 29 
NSWLR 696. 	  

1.2. A reasonable jury properly instructed would have been satisfied beyond reasonable doubt 
that the Appellant knew that the victim was not consenting because: 

1.2.1.  The Appellant had no reasonable grounds for believing that the victim consented: 
Crimes Act 1900 (NSW) s61HA(3)(c). 

1.2.2. The Appellant did not take any steps to ascertain whether the victim was 
consenting, despite the fact that the victim appeared to be heavily intoxicated, had 
difficulty walking and had previously rejected the Appellant’s earlier advances: 
Crimes Act 1900 (NSW) s61HA(3)(d). 

Submission 2: The Honourable Trial Judge did not err in directing the jury to disregard 
whether the accused knew that the victim was under the age of 16 in 
proving the elements of aggravated sexual assault. 

2.1.  As a general starting point, the mens rea requirement is an essential element of every 
statutory offence unless, having regard to the language of the statute and to its subject 
matter, it is excluded expressly or by necessary implication: He Kaw Teh (1985) 157 CLR 
523 at 567 per Brennan J; see also generally Lim Chin Aik [1963] AC 160 at 174, Sweet v 
Parsley [1970] AC 132 at 149, 152, 156, Wampfler (1987) 11 NSWLR 541 at 546 per 
Street CJ.	  

SAMPLE WRITTEN SUBMISSIONS
judging appendix
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2.2. The common law presumption of a mens rea requirement may be displaced for the offence 
of aggravated sexual assault (Crimes Act 1900 (NSW), s61J) because: 

2.2.1. Section 61J explicitly outlines the mental element required for the offence of 
aggravated sexual assault, that being the accused’s knowledge of the victim’s lack 
of consent: Crimes Act 1900 (NSW), s61J(1). The presence of a necessary mental 
element therefore displaces the application of the presumption to other elements of 
the offence: He Kaw Teh (1985) 157 CLR 523 at 571 per Brennan J; CTM v The 
Queen (2008) 236 CLR 440, 445-457 Gleeson CJ, Gummow, Crennan and Kiefel 
JJ.  

2.2.2. The explicit recognition of mental elements required in accompanying specific 
aggravating circumstances under s61J(2) gives rise to the necessary implication 
that no mental element is required for those circumstances for which no mental 
element has been identified: He Kaw Teh (1985) 157 CLR 523. 

Submission 3: The Honourable Trial Judge was correct in omitting the defence of honest 
and reasonable mistake from the directions to the jury. 

3.1. Should this court find that the crime of aggravated sexual assault is a crime of strict 
liability, the availability of the defence of honest and reasonable mistake ought to 
nonetheless be precluded because: 

3.1.1. The defence is normally available where the mistaken belief, if true, would have 
rendered the accused’s conduct innocent: Proudman v Dayman (1941) 67 CLR 536 
at 541 per Dixon J; CTM v The Queen (2008) 236 CLR 440 at 457, 453 per 
Gleeson CJ, Gummow, Crennan and Kiefel JJ.  

3.1.2. The appellant’s liability for the lesser offence of sexual assault should the defence 
operate to exculpate liability for the aggravated offence therefore indicates that the 
mistake would not have rendered the accused’s conduct innocent: Crimes Act 1900 
(NSW), s61I, CTM v The Queen (2008) 236 CLR 440 at 457, 453 per Gleeson CJ, 
Gummow, Crennan and Kiefel JJ.  

3.2. In the alternative, even if the defence were available to the appellant for this offence, the 
failure to put the defence to the jury did not occasion a miscarriage of justice because: 

3.2.1. The courts have distinguished between an honest and reasonable yet mistaken 
belief and an ‘absence of concern’: CTM v The Queen (2008) 236 CLR 440 at 447 
per Gleeson CJ, Gummow, Crennan and Kiefel JJ. The defence therefore requires 
the formation of a belief in a state of affairs in the mind of the appellant to 
exculpate the appellant of liability: Bergin v Stack (1953) 88 CLR 248.  

3.2.2. The appellant’s complete inadvertence to the question of age is grounds to infer 
that no positive belief in the victim’s actual age had been formed, and therefore 
that no honest and reasonable yet mistaken belief could have been possessed at the 
time of the offence. 

appendix
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